Ferrum College vs. Stevens Institute of Technology
November 18, 2017

125: Yoseph Borai (Stevens) def. Brett Binnix (Ferrum) by major decision 11-2 Stevens up 4-0
133: Troy Stanich (Stevens) def. Bailey Cooper (Ferrum) by fall Stevens up 10-0
141: Brett Kaliner (Stevens) def. Austin Smith (Ferrum) by major decision 13-5 Stevens up 14-0
149: Collin Saunders (Ferrum) def. Dylan Van Sickell (Stevens) by decision 5-4 Stevens up 14-3
157: Zach Wilhem (Stevens) def. Clifford Harrison (Ferrum) by major decision 12-4 Stevens up 18-3
165: Andrew Tolbert (Ferrum) def. Thomas Poklikuha (Stevens) by decision 9-5 Stevens up 18-6
174: Blake Rosenbaum (Ferrum) def. Josh Smith (Stevens) by technical fall 25-10 Stevens up 18-11
184: Zach Shaffer (Ferrum) def. Mark Kimbrell (Stevens) by tiebreaker 8-7 Stevens up 18-14
197: Hunter Goulart (Ferrum) def. Bruce Parola (Stevens) by major decision tied 18-18
285: Carlos Leyva (Ferrum) def Colin Myles (Stevens) by decision 4-0 Ferrum up 21-18